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Creative thinking is understood via a dual-process model involving the generation of creative ideas followed by their subsequent evaluation and refinement. Creative products must also meet a dual-criterion definition requiring that they be both novel and useful. Mind-wandering consists of self-generated thoughts unrelated to a task or the surrounding environment, involving a relatively spontaneous generation stage sometimes (but not always) followed by a more deliberate stage in which thoughts are evaluated and reflected upon. These stages of mind-wandering show brain recruitment similar to the equivalent stages of creative thinking, and moreover, much mind-wandering can be considered novel and useful. We aim to show that there is a profound analogy—perhaps even a direct relationship—between mind-wandering and creative thinking.
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Mind-wandering as creative thinking
Creative thinking is typically described via a dual-process model involving the generation of creative ideas or products followed by their subsequent evaluation and refinement [1–3]. Most researchers also require that creative products meet a dual-criterion definition including novelty/originality and utility/appropriateness [4]. Anecdotal reports have long suggested that allowing the mind to wander is conducive to creativity [5–7], and questionnaires and personality tests have found tentative relationships between fantasy–proneness and creative ability [8,9]. In-depth exploration of this topic has generally been lacking, however. In this review, we attempt to take some further steps toward an integration of the literature on creative thinking and mind-wandering.

What mind-wandering is remains an area of active debate: some researchers privilege thought that is unconstrained and spontaneous [10,11], while others argue for a broader ‘family resemblances’ view [12]. In practical terms, mind-wandering is understood by most researchers as thoughts unrelated to the task at hand or unrelated to the surrounding environment [13]. Throughout this review, therefore, we employ the term mind-wandering to mean simply what most authors and studies mean by the term [13]: more or less self-generated thought [14,15,16], essentially unrelated to any ongoing tasks or perceptual inputs. The human brain creates tens of millions of such thoughts over an average lifetime—especially when the demands of the external world are low—yet the sheer magnitude of this generative capacity, and the parallels to creative thinking, remain largely unappreciated.

Here we synthesize substantial evidence that the mental content described in empirical research as mind-wandering is, like creative thinking, both novel and useful. The central difference is that mind-wandering tends to be useful or appropriate only for the individual having the thoughts (i.e., the content is overwhelmingly self-referential and has few if any implications beyond the life and immediate social circle of the individual). While some creativity researchers would admit these personally-useful thoughts into the domain of everyday (‘little c’) creativity [17], others define truly ‘creative’ products by their utility to society at large; some have gone as far as suggesting that creativity is impossible without a society of peers to judge, appreciate, and make use of the creative product [18]. Similar to dual-process models of creative thinking, mind-wandering can also be conceptualized as involving a relatively spontaneous and unintentional generation stage, sometimes (but not always) followed by a more deliberate, intentional evaluation stage in which one’s thoughts are evaluated, guided, and reflected upon [19]. The central goal of this review is to show that mind-wandering sits quite comfortably alongside current conceptualizations of creativity, both in terms of what creative products are (namely, novel and useful) and in terms of how creativity works (namely, dual-process models involving generation and evaluation).
A dual-process model of mind-wandering: generation and evaluation

The generation of mind-wandering

When does the human brain self-generate thought?

The mind is most likely to generate its own mental content when the demands of the external world are minimized, for instance during simple or highly-practiced tasks (e.g. [20,21]). If the reduction of external stimulation is carried further, even more intensive and immersive forms of self-generated thought tend to result, for instance during sensory deprivation [22,23] or dreaming [24,25].

How much thought does the human brain generate?

An early study by Klinger [26] found the average duration of thought segments of many kinds was ~5 s. Extrapolating from this number, Klinger estimated that the average person experiences ~4000 thoughts in a typical 16 h day [27]. As people are mind-wandering about half the time in daily life [28], this yields ~2000 self-generated thoughts each day [27]. Very young children likely lack the ability to form the kind of coherent, interiorized streams of thought that would allow for self-generated thought [25], and there is ample evidence that the frequency of self-generated thought declines somewhat in later life (e.g. [29]). But despite these periods at the dawn and dusk of life where self-generated thought is absent or curtailed, the output of the human mind over some 70 years of highly active thought-generation is staggering: some 50,000,000 self-generated thoughts. Self-generated thought in sleep would add considerably to this total [30].

These are back-of-the-envelope calculations, intended to provide an impressionistic picture rather than an accurate estimate. Given this huge volume of mind-wandering, it seems inescapable that the thoughts one generates will shape the very neurophysiological matrix that gave rise to them in the first place: beyond unceasingly creating thoughts, the brain is continually creating itself. The creative capacity of the human mind therefore appears to be immense and also immensely wasteful (to judge by the mundane nature of most mind-wandering). Nonetheless, this cognitive quirk is in fact an efficient, indeed brilliant, evolutionary strategy: a single useful thought can conceivably mean the difference between life and death; a single important insight can potentially precipitate a continuous cascade of technological innovation or scientific discovery.

Yet the marginal metabolic cost of generating a single thought is infinitesimal. Even demanding cognitive and perceptual tasks rarely lead to more than a 5–10% increase in blood flow to the brain; spontaneous brain activity not directly related to ongoing perception or cognition therefore appears to account for ≥90% of the human brain’s metabolic expenditure [31]. If this sophisticated machinery is lying relatively idle (as it often is, during conditions of low external demands on attention), it can be appropriated to self-generate cognitive content of varying levels of novelty and utility. While the value of any given thought might be minimal, so too is the marginal metabolic cost of creating it.

Neural basis of the generative stage of self-generated thought

Because of its largely spontaneous nature and unpredictable timing [11*], combined with the fact that people are often unaware that it is even taking place [32], studying the brain basis of the initial arising of self-generated thought has proved challenging. Multiple indirect lines of evidence, however, have long pointed to the medial temporal lobe (MTL; especially the hippocampus) as a crucial site of thought generation and/or initiation (reviewed in [15*,33]), as well as an important role for the default network – a set of brain regions associated with mind-wandering and other modes of self-generated thought [34].

First, patients with damage to the MTL are unable to imagine novel plans for and simulations of the future [35]. MTL damage also causes marked decreases in the frequency of dreaming – which we consider an intensified form of mind-wandering [36] – and increased stereotypy (i.e. decreased novelty or originality) in the dreams that remain [37,38]. A recent study that directly investigated the impact of MTL lesions on mind-wandering found that although the frequency of mind-wandering was not affected, the content had become largely semantic, verbal, and present-focused. In contrast, controls experienced a wide variety of past- and future-focused thoughts, typically involving visual, episodic scenarios [39**].

Second, intracranial electrophysiology in humans has shown that the spontaneous recall of episodic memories is immediately preceded by elevated firing rates (more action potentials) in single neurons in the MTL, but not elsewhere [40]. And when electrically stimulating the brain with intracranial electrodes, the only area that has reliably been shown to elicit experiences resembling mind-wandering – memories, complex visual imagery, and dream-like experience – is the MTL [15*,33,41].

Finally, a recent fMRI study examined the time-course of thought generation by employing highly-experienced mindfulness meditation practitioners who had spent >3000 h observing the arising of their thoughts during contemplative practice [42**]. Practitioners were asked to engage in periods of focused, thought-free meditation and repeatedly identify the specific moment at which thoughts arose by pressing a button. Brain recruitment just before the button-presses was used as a proxy for the neural basis of thought-generation, and included numerous activation peaks throughout the MTL bilaterally, as well as in the major nodes of the default network (Figure 2; [42**]). This study provided direct evidence for the critical role played by the MTL and the default network.
There are many parallels here to the neural basis of explicitly ‘creative’ generation [43**]. Damage to MTL structures negatively impacts creative thinking [44,45], and the MTL is recruited during a variety of creative endeavors, including divergent thinking, visual art design, and poetry composition (reviewed in [43**]). Default network recruitment during creative thinking of various kinds is also widely attested, including during creative story generation, fluid analogy formation, remote associate insight problems, poetry composition, and musical improvisation [43**]. Although a detailed comparison is beyond the scope of this review, the evidence to date points strongly toward a largely overlapping neural substrate for the generation of everyday mind-wandering and more explicitly creative forms of cognition, involving especially the MTL and default network.

The evaluation of mind-wandering

In contrast to the spontaneous, unpredictable nature of thought generation, the evaluation stage should in principle be much easier to study, because it is largely a conscious and deliberately-initiated cognitive process. Yet it is the much less studied of the two stages both in the context of self-generated thought generally as well as creativity proper; we know of no studies that have directly asked participants to evaluate their mind-wandering in a brain scanner environment. The few studies that might be relevant have investigated the intentional guidance or conscious awareness of mind-wandering, rather than evaluation per se.

Nonetheless, conscious awareness and intentional guidance of one’s self-generated thought seem to be prerequisites, or at least close companions, of any serious process of evaluation and selection, and are therefore potentially interesting. Experience sampling studies suggest that we have metacognitive awareness of only about half of our mind-wandering [32], but explicitly focusing metacognitive awareness on self-generated thought leads to increased recruitment in default as well as frontal executive regions [46]. Moreover, recent studies have demonstrated that people are very prone to intentionally ‘tuning out’ and allowing self-generated mental content to take precedence over the task at hand or the surrounding environment – indeed, intentionally-initiated mind-wandering might account for anywhere from ~25-50% of all self-generated thought (reviewed in [47]). Gollubert and colleagues [48**] found that individuals who engaged in more intentional mind-wandering had greater cortical thickness within regions of the frontoparietal control network, as well as heightened functional connectivity between executive and default regions. Tentative data also suggest that healthy adults intentionally direct (not just initiate) the course of their self-generated thoughts as much as one quarter of the time [49].

Meager as this evidence is overall, it aligns well with what little is known about evaluation of explicitly creative ideas. The evaluation and revision (by the artists themselves) of both visual artwork [50] and poetry [51] result in increased recruitment of executive brain networks and/or increased functional coupling between executive regions and the areas initially involved in creative generation (usually, the MTL and default network). This increased recruitment and functional coupling of executive and default regions could reflect metacognitive monitoring or guidance, which might help facilitate the continuing novelty and utility of creative output.

A dual-criterion definition of mind-wandering: novelty and utility

Does the wandering mind generate novel thoughts?

Repetitiveness of mind-wandering

Although novelty per se has not, to our knowledge, been directly investigated in studies of self-generated thought, a first indication can be gleaned from questions about its repetitiveness. For instance, Diaz and colleagues had participants rate the item “I had similar thoughts throughout the session” during a task-free resting state [52]. 51% of participants endorsed the item above the midpoint of the scale, but 26% strongly disagreed with it, and some novelty and variety could still have been present even among ‘similar thoughts.’ Another study [53] had participants rate the item “it seems that this thought has been on my mind a great deal”; it was endorsed slightly above the midpoint of the scale, indicating that participants were divided about equally: some had recurrent thoughts, others did not [53]. We know of only one study using experience-sampling in everyday life that explicitly asked participants to rate the novelty of their off-task thoughts, but unfortunately-specific values were not reported [54].

Mind-wandering and memory

Memory recall (in the sense of ‘replaying’ a past event) can be considered essentially the opposite of cognitive novelty, so establishing how much (or how little) of mind-wandering involves memories is an important clue regarding how novel self-generated might be. Although memory recall undoubtedly represents a significant chunk of mind-wandering, dozens of studies agree that thoughts about the past represent a minority of all self-generated content – even if a substantial one (reviewed in Ref. [55]). While not demonstrating definitively that mind-wandering involves novelty, these findings do at least show that self-generated thought is not merely repetitious and derivative of prior experience.

Mind-wandering about the future

Conversely, many studies find that mind-wandering is biased toward the future [55]. Even allowing that people
can certainly think the same or similar thoughts repeatedly about the more distant future, the immediate future is an ever-receding horizon that changes day to day. Thinking about and planning for tomorrow requires a perennial flowering of flexible thoughts adapted to ever-changing circumstances; and in fact, mind-wandering about the future tends to focus largely on the upcoming 24 h, with the majority of such thoughts centering on today and tomorrow [56,57].

**Does the wandering mind generate useful thoughts?** Whereas the novelty of mind-wandering is little studied, research has made it abundantly clear that self-generated thoughts are *useful* — at least to the persons originating them. Here we use utility as shorthand for various questions interrogating how people’s thoughts are related to their personal goals, plans, and concerns, or are otherwise considered personally meaningful, significant, or important. The kind of questions and items being asked and endorsed are, for example: “How relevant was what you were thinking about to the current concerns in your life?” [58]; “I thought about solving problems” [52]; and “The topic of this thought is of great value or importance to me” [53].

Defined in this broad way, participants ubiquitously endorse utility-related facets of thought questionnaires [52,56,59] and reliably report useful thoughts in experience-sampling paradigms implemented in controlled laboratory studies [49,53,57,60] and recorded via smartphones in daily life [58]. Preliminary data suggest that, as hypothesized above (Figure 1), healthy adults fall along or more or less normal distribution in terms of how much their mind-wandering centers around their own personal goals, and moreover, that these individual differences might be trait-like and persist over time (Figure 3). Again, the main distinction to be kept in mind is that self-generated thoughts are typically useful only to their thinker, and of little if any direct utility to others or society at large.

---

**Figure 1**

A speculative model of mind-wandering content in clinical, healthy, and exceptional populations. Three distributions illustrating a speculative model of how the novelty and utility of mind-wandering content might be distributed throughout the general population. A significant proportion of ‘normal’ individuals fall at the center of the spectrum (red curve), with most self-generated thoughts being moderately useful and novel, and the occasional instance of highly novel or deeply repetitive thought at the tails of the distribution. Certain psychiatric populations (blue curve)—for example those suffering from rumination due to major depression [63] or intrusive repetitive thoughts due to post-traumatic stress disorder [64] or obsessive-compulsive disorder [65]—exhibit a distribution skewed toward low novelty and utility. Such patterns of thought can be conceived of as simultaneously cause and symptom of such psychiatric conditions, and can be decidedly harmful. Finally, exceptionally creative and inventive individuals (green curve) are skewed in the opposite direction, showing a disproportionately high frequency of novel and useful (i.e. creative) thoughts, ultimately resulting in creative products such as artworks.
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Figure 2

Timecourse of brain regions where activation peaks just before awareness of spontaneously arising thoughts. Brain regions where activation peaked before the conscious awareness of a spontaneous thought arising (as indicated by the button-press icon). The results suggest a crucial role for the MTL (hippocampus and parahippocampus recruitment bilaterally), but the temporal resolution of fMRI could not distinguish these early activations from those in various default network regions, such as the posterior cingulate cortex and rostral anterior cingulate. Reproduced with permission from Ellamil et al. [42**].
Interindividual differences and intraindividual consistency in goal-related stimulus-independent thoughts. Histogram: Individuals fall along an approximately normal distribution in terms of the percentage of their thoughts that are related to their goals and current concerns. Red dotted line indicates mean (47.7%) of thoughts that were goal-related across all participants. Scatterplot: Individual patterns appear to be trait-like, in that the percentage of thoughts focused on goals is highly stable when re-tested up to two weeks later (test-retest correlation of \( r = .84 \), based on a subset of \( n = 13 \) participants who underwent the same thought-sampling paradigm twice). Figures are based on unpublished data from \( n = 58 \) participants, expanded from published findings from \( n = 32 \) participants reported in [49].

**Conclusion: the creativity of the wandering mind**

We have endeavored to show that the accepted conceptualizations of creative thinking can be applied with only minor modifications to mind-wandering. On this view, creativity is not a special faculty possessed only by artists and inventors, but is instead the birthright of every brain [17]. A truly creative thought is simply one falling toward the far right of the distribution (Figure 1), novel and useful not merely to the individual, but to society—or even the species as a whole. A truly creative individual is able to repeatedly generate such highly novel and useful thoughts: someone who has harnessed the default generative capacity of the mind for their own particular purposes—or alternatively, someone simply born with their distribution skewed toward the more novel and useful end of the cognitive spectrum.

The fecundity of the human brain provides a compelling source of raw material for so-called ‘Darwinian’ or ‘selectionist’ theories of creativity. These models posit a largely unconscious, quasi-random generation of ideas and insights, some of which end up actually being novel and useful and then ‘selected’ for by largely conscious, top-down processes of evaluation [2,61]. Our proposal is consistent with such models, and amounts to the claim that the difference between carefully composing a symphony and spontaneously conceiving a shopping list is one of degree, not of kind. This hypothesis might offend more Romantic notions of inspiration and creativity, and to be sure, at the far reaches of creative genius the analogy is strained to the breaking point (cf. [62]). Yet it should not be surprising if the complex and beautiful are built upon simple and perhaps inelegant foundations. Indeed, it is difficult to see how it could be any other way; great creativity without a simpler generative fountainhead would be even more mysterious than creative thinking already is. Moreover, the proposed similarity between humdrum mind-wandering and more definitively ‘creative’ products leads directly to the testable hypothesis that the two should share a common neural substrate—which available data suggest is indeed the case (e.g. Figure 2; [43**])). Our hope is that the evidence laid out here will complement the anecdotal reports [5,7], personality measures [8,9], and empirical research [6] suggesting a link between these two intriguing forms of cognition by further demonstrating that there is a profound analogy—perhaps even a direct relationship—between mind-wandering and creative thinking.
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